because it is difficult to record from within fine axons, Miniaturizing signaling systems increases suscepand paired cell recordings cannot dissociate axonal tibility to noise, and with many cortical, cerebellar, variability from synaptic variability. We addressed this and peripheral axons <0. times are exponentially distributed. Consequently, the probability that a Na channel remains open long ons. Firstly, the rodent cortical pyramidal cell axon collateral was modeled at 23°C and 37°C with putative enough to trigger an AP also increases exponentially as diameter decreases (see Figure 1A ). kinetic models for the Na v 1.2 and K v 1.1/2 ion channels. With a total length of about 4 cm per pyramidal cell, To validate the simulations and to understand the dependence of channel-noise effects on biophysical this axon forms the great majority of the connections in local cortical networks [1]. Secondly, squid axon was parameters, we derive two approximate formulas that bracket the exact solution by under-and overestimatsimulated at 6.3°C with putative kinetic models for the GFLN1 and SqKv1A ion channels because squid axon ing the true value (for details, see Supplemental Data; an exact analytical expression is mathematically intracis arguably the best-studied neuronal signaling system. In squid, we also used alternative, more complex kitable because the effects of small numbers of channels in a highly nonlinear system are considered). netic models of the same ion channel, but we found no significant differences in the results. Both axon models First, in the limit of large numbers of channels, stochastic transmembrane current can be described are defined by their characteristic sets of biophysical parameters and ion-channel kinetics (see Tables S1 by continuous Gaussian processes that are defined by channel kinetics near the resting potential (i.e., we asand S2). We varied these parameter sets and the ionchannel kinetics in both models to test parameter sensume there is no cooperativity between channels). Applying this noise current to the cable model of a resting sitivity and thereby implicitly covered a wide range of axons. Because no external current, such as synaptic axon, we calculate the membrane potential noise and estimate how often it crosses AP threshold. This apinput, was applied to the model axons, all resulting APs are spontaneous events triggered by channel noise.
The exponential dependence of spontaneous rate on membrane potential V (Tables S1 and S2) [21] . In the axon diameter follows from basic biophysics. Spontalimit of large numbers of ion channels per unit length neously open Na channels generate a depolarizing curof axon-that is, axons of diameter above 1 m-the rent ( Figure 2B ) that charges the membrane (Figure 2A Figure 1A ). kinetic models for the Na v 1.2 and K v 1.1/2 ion channels. With a total length of about 4 cm per pyramidal cell, To validate the simulations and to understand the dependence of channel-noise effects on biophysical this axon forms the great majority of the connections in local cortical networks [1]. Secondly, squid axon was parameters, we derive two approximate formulas that bracket the exact solution by under-and overestimatsimulated at 6.3°C with putative kinetic models for the GFLN1 and SqKv1A ion channels because squid axon ing the true value (for details, see Supplemental Data; an exact analytical expression is mathematically intracis arguably the best-studied neuronal signaling system. In squid, we also used alternative, more complex kitable because the effects of small numbers of channels in a highly nonlinear system are considered). netic models of the same ion channel, but we found no significant differences in the results. Both axon models First, in the limit of large numbers of channels, stochastic transmembrane current can be described are defined by their characteristic sets of biophysical parameters and ion-channel kinetics (see Tables S1 by continuous Gaussian processes that are defined by channel kinetics near the resting potential (i.e., we asand S2). We varied these parameter sets and the ionchannel kinetics in both models to test parameter sensume there is no cooperativity between channels). Applying this noise current to the cable model of a resting sitivity and thereby implicitly covered a wide range of axons. Because no external current, such as synaptic axon, we calculate the membrane potential noise and estimate how often it crosses AP threshold. This apinput, was applied to the model axons, all resulting APs are spontaneous events triggered by channel noise.
proximation shows that SAP rate increases exponentially with decreasing diameter and places the critical Our simulations show that in both types of axon, sig- Our two analytical approximations place the critical tailed discussion and data, see Supplemental Data). We focused on changes that can decrease SAP rate beaxon diameter between 0.06 and 0.3 m. As expected from the observation that one approximation underesticause the nervous system might exploit these to construct finer-diameter axons with lower SAP rates. Varymates, the other overestimates, and the simulations yield an exact numerical solution, the critical diameters ing Na channel conductance (four orders of magnitude; Figure S1 ), membrane resistance (±75%; Figure S2A ), determined by our stochastic simulation lie inside this range.
the axoplasmic resistance (±75%; Figure S2B ), and the Na channel and K channel densities (both ±75%; FigIn conclusion, basic biophysical theory shows that the increase in SAP rate below the critical diameter is ures S2C and S2D) and membrane capacitance (±50%; Figure S4 ) does not substantially reduce the SAP rate an inevitable consequence of the design of the AP signaling mechanism and explains how the critical diamewithout either significantly exceeding the known biological range of parameters or degrading the reliability ter at which SAPs start to appear is set by the biophysical parameters of the axon. Our stochastic stimulations of AP transmission by reducing membrane excitability. We also compared the behavior of axons with stochasestablish that the mammalian pyramidal cell axon and the squid axon have critical diameters of 0.15 m and tic Na channels and deterministic K channels and vice versa to establish that the major cause of SAPs is Na 0.2 m ( Figure 1A, vertical gray lines) , and this similarity suggests that an axon's critical diameter is relatively channel noise (see Figure S5) . Finally, we established that the gating current, caused by the movement of poinsensitive to changes in its biophysical parameters. larized domains in the channel protein, has only a small effect on SAP rate (<14%; see Supplemental Data). Figure 1D and m, which is approached by the somata of cerebellar data in references of Figure 1C ). This suggests that granule cells. axon diameters are pushed toward the channel-noise Channel noise is not the only constraint to axon dilimit of 0.1 m.
Sensitivity to Biophysical Parameters
ameter. Many unmyelinated axons, especially in sensory and motor systems, have diameters above the Steric Limits to Axon Miniaturization channel-noise limit ( Figure 1C) . Besides increased AP We use a volume exclusion argument to show that it is conduction velocity, thicker axons can support higher possible to construct axons much finer than 0.1 m AP rates. This is because with a lower surface-area-to-( Figure 1E ). Neural membrane (5 nm thickness) can be volume ratio, they provide better buffering against the bent to form axons of 30 nm diameter because it also ion-concentration changes produced by APs [35] and forms spherical synaptic vesicles of that diameter. A can accommodate more sources and buffering of enfew essential molecular components are required to fit ergy for ion pumping. Axon diameter also increases inside the axon; this includes an actin felt work (7 nm with the number and activity of output synapses, possithick) to support membrane shape, the supporting cytoskeleton (a microtubule of 23 nm diameter), the intrably to support higher rates of axoplasmic transport [36] . Given that the same ion channels are used in both large-and small-diameter axons, this seems unlikely,
Ion-Channel

